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1.

Brief introduction of the candidate

I will start with the fact that I know the candidate well and his growth as a lecturer at the
University of Shumen, where most of the training and formation as a scientist of Ph.D. Stella
Doncheva, and in the last ten years, as colleagues with Assoc. Prof. Stella Doncheva in a branch
of NAIM at BAS, where our offices are door to door.
The candidate for the academic position of professor, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Stella Milcheva
Doncheva was born on May 17, 1972. She has completed two higher educations at the
University of Shumen "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski" - in 1996 a master's degree in Bulgarian
language and history and in 2002 a Master's degree in Theology. In 2000 he defended his
doctoral dissertation before the Higher Attestation Commission on the topic: "Principles and
interpretation of the planned and volumetric staging of the cross-domed churches in Veliki
Preslav". For two years he worked as a history teacher, and in 2002 after a competition, he
started working in RIM-Shumen, as a research associate II degree and head of the Department of
Medieval Archeology together with NIAR "Shumen Fortress". In 2006 she was elected a
research associate I degree. Since 2011 he has been an associate professor of Medieval
Archeology at the Branch of NAIM at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences in Shumen, and since
2015 he has been the head of the same structure.
He researches the first known production centers for artistic metal from the period of the
early Bulgarian Middle Ages in the vicinity of the capital Preslav from 2004 to the present.
Participates in the archeological excavations of the Inner City of Preslav since 2002. He is the
leader of several international projects on the Bulgarian side, together with colleagues from the

Atomki Institute for Nuclear Research in Debrecen, aiming to study the elemental analysis of
finds (metal and ceramics) from the three production centers for metal plastics - near Novosel,
Zlatar and Nadarevo.

2. Description of the submitted materials

is

accompanied by a folder with materials including the
Application; Declaration for participation in a competition; Announcement for the competition in
the State Gazette; Professional autobiography; Diploma for completed higher education;
Diploma for completed higher education; Diploma for acquired educational and scientific degree

The documentation

"Doctor"; Diploma for the obtained scientific degree "Doctor

of

Sciences"; Certificate for
acquired academic position "Associate Professor", Diploma for the Shumen Award in the system
of education and science, List of publications, together with the publications of the competition;
Reference of the citations on the competition; Information for fulfillment of the minimum
national requirements under art. g2b, para 2 and 3 of ZRASRB with the respective evidence,
General list of scientific production; General list of all citations; Information on additional
indicators applicable to the respective area under Art. 61, para. 3 of PPZRASB; Attribution;
Declaration of Assurance; Reference for original scientific contributions with the relevant
evidence; Summaries of publications - in Bulgarian; Summaries of publications - in English.

The same materials are presented on electronic media. The accompanying documents
meet the requirements of the Regulations for the development of the academic staff at the
University of Shumen "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski".

3. Compliance with minimum national requirements

The given reference for the scientific activity of the candidate on scientific-metric
indicators is prepared clearly and precisely and shows full coverage of the formulated in an. 2b
of the Law for the development of the academic staff in the Republic of Bulgaria and in art. 1a,
para 1 and the appendix to it (Area 2. Humanities. Table 1) of the Regulations for its application
minimum national requirements. In addition to a doctoral dissertation and a doctoral dissertation
(indicators 1 and 2), the candidate has an intermediate monograph dedicated to the molds of
medieval Bulgaria (indicator 4) and participates with a total of 80 publications, of which 3
monographic studies, the last in print and related with the habilitation work protected in 2020. A
large part of the research is in referenced publications at home and abroad or a total of 1028
points from indicators A, B, and D (with a required 350 points).

In the list of citations - indicator E, the points are 240, collected from 16 cited
publications (out of 100 required). A1l of them are in referenced editions (indicator l2). At
indicator E the collected points are 160 (out of the required 100). Thus, after summing up the
final result, it turns out that the candidate participates with a total of 1428 points (out of the
required 550), fully covering the minimum national requirements for this position.

4.

Analytical characteristics of the scientific activity of the candidate

The publication is the end result of research and educational process that begins long in

the years when the relevant scientist is formed and specialized - he goes through the

accumulation ol information in a scientific field, in this case, archeology and history, and
formulates the need for archaeological studies both in the offices and in the field. What follows
is a less scientific process of securing funding for the future expedition, organizing the
excavations themselves, which is by no means easy, in which the archaeologist performs a
different number of public activities as an employer and contractor, and comes to the cherished
moment of the realization of these excavations. And in our realities, it is always possible to be
interrupted for various reasons - bureaucratic and too often due to lack of money. Archeology is
an expensive science, it handles our cultural and historical heritage, of which we are a part, and
more importantly, we not only take it out of the ground, but we must preserve it. The
administration does not issue an open sheet if funds for conservation of the site are not provided.
And all this costs money. It should be borne in mind that behind each of these titles are these
practices.

From the reference to the contribution moments, it is clear that Stella Doncheva participated in
the discovery and research of the first known centers for the production of artistic metal from the
early Middle Ages in Bulgaria in the vicinity of Preslav - near Novosel and Zlatar. For more than
two decades he took an active part in their research, leading the excavations of the second
production center - the one at Zlatar. The production centers for artistic metal give a new
direction in the field of medieval Bulgarian archeology They ask many important questions
related to the organization and organization of the individual complexes and workshops in them.
An important point is the study of the elements of each workshop, which are constant and testify
in themselves to the active production activity carried out in the hinterland of the capital Preslav
in the 1Oth century.

At the competition

announced by the University of Shumen "Bishop Konstantin
Preslavski" for the academic position "Professor", the candidate Stella Doncheva is the author of
207 publications, 6 monographs, and 251 scientific articles and communications. Whether they
are many, whether they are few and what they contribute to our knowledge, only time will tell.
From the standpoint of my experience - three terms as a member of the SNA in Medieval History
and Archeology at the Higher Attestation Commission and a dozen times a member of the jury
for competitions at the University of Shumen - as a number they are completely suffrcient.
According to the requirements of the law for scientific positions and degrees of review,
those published aft.er 2011 are subject to. It is not very clear to me who determines this term and
why it is required in general. In my opinion, the academic position of a professor is the peak in
the university career of any lecturer, where it is not appropriate to "parcel" the achievements only
in a certain period. It is more natural for him to be evaluated for all his activities.

According to the requirements, publications after 20tl are subject to review. - three
monographic editions, one of which is in English; 77 articles, of which 26 are in foreign
languages, mainly in Russian and English, one in Turkish; 30 are co-authored by one, two, or
more authors. These figures allow some conclusions about the candidate's work. The number of
articles in foreign languages is significant, more than a third, which is a positive trend.

An impressively large number of co-authorship, with 30 titles. There is no copyright
distinction document. This somewhat reduces the number of publications, but as colleagues, we

know that the lead co-author is Stella, and the other author only fits in due to the fact that he
presented the material. This is also an attestation that he can work in a team.

All publications, as well

with which the candidate participates in the announced
competition, are in two thematic areas - A. Cult architecture and ritual and B. Production and
technology of artistic metal in the Middle Ages Small plastic items. They are grouped in
connection with the work of Stella Doncheva on her two dissertations: the degree of Doctor of
History and Doctor of Science. I will not comment on or retell them, the candidate has done this
in many places, copies of the publications themselves are attached, anyone could read them.
as those

Particularly significant are the foreign language publications with the results of the
analyzes of selected samples from the findings conducted at the Atomic Nuclear Research
Institute in Debrecen, which present the main observations of the author's team. The
interpretation of the results finds a place in some of the most important sections of the
dissertation, such as those on the origin of raw materials and metals and alloys used in the
production of artistic metal. The publications in the collections of the Hermitage, dedicated to
important issues related to the stages and methods of production, as well as to the applied
techniques that accompany it, also have a significant contribution.
The publications in our publications are mainly in collections of conferences dedicated
to topics of medieval Bulgarian history, as well as in leading periodicals in archeological
science, such as the journal Archeology, the collections Preslav, Pliska-Preslav, Dobrudja, and
others. They are the result of the active participation of Stella Doncheva in the periodically
organized conferences and symposia in Bulgaria and abroad. The most important of these are the
Louvre, Paris, Krakow National Museum, Poland; Lomonosov University in Moscow and
others.

In addition, the reports prove the sharing of

experience with colleagues and PhD.
students on issues related to technology and organization of jewelry production in Medieval
Bulgaria, distribution and promotion of products, trade relations, and influences. Among them is
the management of the full-time doctoral student at the Branch in Shumen. The experience
related to the issues of the architectural theory and practice for the principles of construction of
graphic volumetric-spatial reconstructions of public and cult buildings with the means of
computer design is shared. Quite a few public lectures were given on issues related to the culture
of the Middle Ages, architecture and construction of temple buildings, the production of artistic
metal in antiquity, and the Middle Ages.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, I would like to point out that the entire

research activity of Stella
Doncheva defines her as a leading connoisseur of the medieval Bulgarian material and spiritual
culture. She has had a successful scientific career and I would add a collection of diplomas:
Doctor of History; Chief Assistant; associate professor; a doctor of science whose natural end
would be the position of professor. Seriously - Stella Doncheva is undoubtedly an erudite

scientist with knowledge

in theory and practice. The challenge for her is how to

share this

knowledge with students.

In view of all this, I believe that the candidacy of Assoc. Stella Milcheva Doncheva
meets the requirements for the academic position of "Professor" in the Department of History
and Archeology of the University of Shumen "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski" and I support her
choice.
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Prof Dr. Habil. Ivan Yordanov, phD

